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Model of Water Consumption and the Assessment of Environmental
State Irrigated Lands (By the Example of Southern Kazakhstan)
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Abstract: In this article an attempt is made to prove theoretically and use practically in the development of the
model of water consumption communication transpiration of plants with some meteorological factors.
Theoretical background for this was Taylor's series expansion, according to which any function can be
described by linear equations through its increment. To do this, analyzed the cause-and-effect relationships
between factors affecting water use and water consumption elements with the main factors of external
environment and applied logic and some physico-mathematical methods of research.
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INTRODUCTION deficit on transpiration. To do this, you must admit the

In this article an attempt is made to prove field closed actively vegetative plant cover of different
theoretically and use practically in the development of the ground-flowering plants of the same. A number of
model of water consumption communication transpiration researchers are also expressed in favour of the formulated
of plants with some meteorological factors. Theoretical hypothesis (A.M. Alpatev, P.I. Kovalenko, V.P.
background for this was Taylor's series expansion, Ostapchik, L.A. Filippenko. A.R. Konstantinov. E.A.
according to which any function can be described by Strunnikov and others). 
linear equations through its increment. To do this,
analyzed the cause-and-effect relationships between MATERIALS AND METHODS
factors affecting water use. as well as the elements of
water consumption with the main factors of external As a result of generalization of research materials,
environment    a nd    applied   logic   and     some graphics  and  mass  checks  of  empirical    equations
physico-mathematical methods of research. links several variables (A.A. Kuzmenko) has developed a

The selection of indicators to create the model of new biophysical the way of calculation of water
water consumption [1] carried out with the observance of consumption of plants, based on linear functional
such limitations in the calculation of each element of water communication transpiration temperature and the deficit
consumption by the same factor should not be used as a of humidity. The proposed method of closed water
causal more than once. Otherwise there is a danger of the consumption actively vegetative cover terrestrial plants
emergence of curvilinear relations. under optimal stored soil moisture is determined by the

Analysis of the cause-effect relationship has allowed formula:
establishing, that based on task and the above
constraints, the majority of agrometeorological indices
cannot actually be used to create a linear model of water  when 
consumption and agrocoenosis.

When creating a universal model of water
consumption is not enough recognition of the multi-
directional influence of the temperature and air humidity  when 

hypothesis that the true transpiration per unit area of the
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where 983. 5 . Summarizing the study's components of

E – is the water consumption mm;
- The sum of temperatures for a period of time, C;°

- The sum of deficits humidity, MB;
- Average daily humidity deficit, MB;

T – The duration of the settlement period, days;
P – The difference between physical evaporation ofH

natural moisture and precipitation, not merged with
modern appliances, mm/ day;

- The number of physically evaporation of irrigation
water per day, mm;

- Duration of irrigation day. 

Water consumption and irrigation regime of crops on
separate zones is determined by the bioclimatic using the
method proposed by A.M. Alpatev, S.M. Alpatev and
other researchers. The main task of using this method is
reduced and the establishment in the field of values of
biological coefficients of various agricultural crops water
consumption [2].

In many cases, water consumption equate to
evaporation and are defined by Ivanov I.N.

 E = 0,0018(100-J)(25+t)°
2

where

J- is the relative humidity,%;
t- air temperature,%.

RESULTS

Data from the calculation of evaporation on the
weather station of Merki Zhambyl region of Kazakhstan
is presented in Table 1. It follows that during the
vegetation period by monthly indicators of volatility
ranging up to 78.9-226.7 mm and the total for this period

volatility, we identified the coefficients of the humidity
and temperatures. On the basis of these coefficients can
be much   simplify  the  calculation  of  absolute  values
ofvolatility,  rather  agricultural  crops  water
consumption, which is described by the equation of the
following form.

Question coordination of agricultural crops in
conditions of extreme changes in the constituent gives
every reason to allocate productive forms of regulation of
recoil irrigation agriculture.

As is known, the amount of moisture in the soil cover
is determined not only by the quantity of atmospheric
precipitation, but also their spending on runoff and
evaporation. The main factor evaporation in the presence
of moisture is solar energy and to a certain extent the
deficit of humidity and temperature of air. Therefore
quantitative characteristics of moisture availability of
natural systems along with atmospheric precipitation are
formed and defined by the amount of heat that reaches
the surface.

In other words, the quantitative characteristics of
water should be seen as a result of the process of heat
and moisture exchange inside the whole [3].

Thus the task of irrigated land, especially in the
critical periods of vegetation should be aimed at reducing
the physical evaporation, which can be done through
large-scale introduction of the so-called biological
reclamation.

Reclamation of the culture of farming by expanding
the sphere of biological reclamation is the only solution to
environmental improvement of Prearal region. Our
research shows that the indices of the total evaporation
from irrigated areas with the indicators of agro climate are
determined by the dependence of water:

Table 1: Indicators of volatility and the coefficients of its components

Months
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- The average The total 

Indicators IV V VI VII VIII IX for the IV-IX for the IV-IX

Relative humidity 66 60 53 46 47 48 53.3
K 1.23 1.12 0.99 0.86 0.88 0.90w

The average daily air temperature 11.1 16.4 20.9 23.3 22.3 16.6 18.4
K 0.60 0.89 1.13 1.26 1.21 0.90t

Evaporation by Ivanov 79.7 123.4 178.2 226.7 213.4 162.1 983.5
K 1.07 1.23 1.59 2.09 2.0 2.0n

Total water consumption (E ) 78.9 122.5 177.7 226.5 213.0 162.01
°
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where:

E  – monthly evaporation, mmC

W  – relative humidity particular month, %
L – the coefficient of proportionality.

The data of calculations of total evaporation
characterize the essence of the actual value and give us
the full base, solving this equation with respect to relative
humidity calculate and set the reference value of the total
evaporation (water consumption). So, when at W  = 25%
for the month of April evapotranspiration is 164mm,
respectively, for the V, VI, VII, VIII and IX months within
200, 221, 234, 220 and 193 , for a total 1232 . If W
=50%, the performance of medium monthly total
evaporation is, 116, 141, 156, 165, 155 and 136mm, for a
total 869 . It follows that by keeping (W ) at the level
of 50% can be reduced to 30% indicators evaporation,
which is regulated through the reduction of physical
evaporation by the artificial increase of the share of
transpiration.

However, the existing state melioration systems, the
level of their technical condition, worsening
environmental conditions and the scale of manifestations
significantly exacerbate the need in research solutions to
the issues of assessment of the environmental state of
irrigated lands In this regard, one of the important tasks of
melioration industry is the development of environmental
technologies, which provide ecological safety and to
minimize the environmental risks of negative processes
and technologies that use new approaches to the design
of land-reclamation systems.

Russian Hydrometeorological Data Research Institute
developed technologies for the design of ameliorative
systems, which realizes energy approaches which allows
the best to describe the condition of agrolandscape and
assess the level of environmental safety of the
functioning of drainage systems [1, 2, 3, 6]. In  accordance
with these approaches assessment of the natural
conditions and the condition of agro landscape it is
supposed to conduct based on the natural conditions -
soil-climatic, ecological, economic, technical and social
allowing reliably and more fully describe agro landscape
and take into account environmental constraints.

Peculiarities of ecological approach to the
ameliorative effects is to take account of heat-mass
transfer of  the  soil cover with the environment and
study the structure of the thermodynamic balance
equation.

Table 2: Assessment modes of operation of the hydro land reclaiming
systems of Kyzylorda region of Kazakhstan (1960-2000)

Arrays, the total irrigated area,ha Years of research Modes of operation
Kazalinsk, 59450 ha 1960 0.48

1970 0.51
1980 0.60
1985 0.71
1990 0.71
1995 0.73
2000 0.71

Kuan-Zhanadarya,67100 ha 1960 0.56
1970 0.57
1980 0.56
1985 0.55
1990 0.54
1995 0.57
2000 0.58

Kyzylorda,1289000 ha 1960 0.51
1970 0.55
1980 0.56
1985 0.57
1990 0.58
1995 0.60
2000 0.61

As evidenced by [7] with respect to the thermal
processes occurring on the surface of the soil, from the
point of view of the law of conservation of energy, we
have the following equation(5,8).

where dU is the change in the internal energy of the
system-the energy input into the system (heat radiant
energy  of  the  sun),   -  work  done  by  the    system,

r-energy chemical transformations in the process of

mass transfer ( -weight component, ìß-chemical

potential, which characterizes the rate of exchange).
For a quantitative estimation of ecological safety of

functioning of drainage systems [7-9] proposes the use of
a generalized energy exchange of the soil, which is
calculated on the dependence of the

I(u)=R-O

 where I(u)- the intensity of the generalized energy
exchange soils, R- radiation balance, O - soil formation
energy.

Based on the estimates of the coefficient of the
energy state of the soil quantitative assessment of
environmental  safety of functioning of drainage systems,
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Table 3: Rating favorability irrigated area (on the example of the Kyzylorda region of Kazakhstan)
No F=F salinization /F irrigation Assessment array Cultural and technical activities
1 0.25 Favourable You should strictly adhere farming activities, crop rotation and moderate use

of water in accordance with the schedule of submission.
2 0.26-0.49 Less favourable To carry out annual preventive works on cleaning of collector-drainage systems,

planning and washing of the array.
3 0.50-0.69 Unfavorable Strengthen the collector-drainage system to reduce the level of groundwater, crops,

forage crops, as well as the implementation of preventive work.
4 0.70 Very unfavorable Make a capital work and implement phytomeliorative measures

which for desert zone environmentally invalid mode of REFERENCES
functioning is equal to >0.65. Analyses of these indicators
for Kyzylorda oblast for the period from 1960 to 2000 are 1. Kuzmenko, A.A., 1990. Causal approach to water
presented in Table 2. uses agrocoenosis. Irrigation and Water

It follows that the modes of operation of the irrigation Management, 11: 34- 37
schemes of Kuan-Zhanadarya and Kyzylorda for the 2. Guseynov, G.M., 1978. Water consumption crops
period of studies was in the ecologically permissible limit. under irrigation sprinkler in Azerbaijan SSR.
However, the array Kazalinsk since 1981 irrigated area AzNIIGiM. Proceedings of Agricultural Sciences
crossed  the  border of the ecological point of view technical improvement of irrigated systems. M.
modes. Kolos. pp: 88-103

In the desert zone, when all the more, the deficiency 3. Budyko,  M.N.,  1977.  Global  Ecology.  M.   Mysl.,
of water resources along with the assessment of the mode pp: 327.
of functioning irrigation system, of great interest is the 4. Volobuev, V.R., 1974. Introduction to energy –soil
evaluation of usefulness of the array (Table 3). The formation. Nauka, pp: 128.
indicator assesses the ease specific values of soil 5. Kepler, S.R. and E. Essig, 1986. Bioenergetics and
salinization in relation to irrigated (F=F salinization /F linear thermodynamics of irreversible processes.
irrigation), because of the landscape-meliorative approach translation from English by M. Mir, pp: 384.
includes an assessment of the resource and ecological- 6. Karpenko,   N.P.  and  D.A.  Manukyan,  2006.
economic balance and ecological-ameliorative condition Energy assessment of geosystems in integrated
of the territory. melioration. - Methods and technologies for complex

CONCLUSION Scientific edition. M. pp: 27- 37.
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